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Abstract
Due to their outstanding dielectric and magnetic properties, hexaferrites are attracting ever-increasing attention for
developing electronic components of next-generation communication systems. The complex crystal structure of
hexaferrites and the critical dependences of their electric and magnetic properties on external factors, such as
magnetic/electric fields, pressure, and doping, open ample opportunities for targeted tuning of these properties when
designing specific devices. Here we explored the electromagnetic properties of lead-substituted barium hexaferrite,
Ba1−xPbxFe12O19, a compound featuring an extremely rich set of physical phenomena that are inherent in the
dielectric and magnetic subsystems and can have a significant effect on its electromagnetic response at terahertz
frequencies. We performed the first detailed measurements of the temperature-dependent (5–300 K) dielectric
response of single-crystalline Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 in an extremely broad spectral range of 1 Hz–240 THz. We fully analyzed
numerous phenomena with a corresponding wide distribution of specific energies that can affect the terahertz
properties of the material. The most important fundamental finding is the observation of a ferroelectric-like terahertz
excitation with an unusual temperature behavior of its frequency and strength. We suggest microscopic models that
explain the origin of the excitation and its nonstandard temperature evolution. Several narrower terahertz excitations
are associated with electronic transitions between the fine-structure components of the Fe2+ ground state. The
discovered radio-frequency relaxations are attributed to the response of magnetic domains. Gigahertz resonances are
presumably of magnetoelectric origin. The obtained data on diverse electromagnetic properties of Ba1−xPbxFe12O19

compounds provide information that makes the entire class of hexaferrites attractive for manufacturing electronic
devices for the terahertz range.

Introduction
The terahertz (THz) frequency region has been the

“dark horse” for the scientific community as far as tech-
nology and application are concerned. Although the the-
oretical predictions were rather exciting, the experimental
potential did not allow to explore the proposed effects
directly1. This has changed, however, and the extensive

search for materials in recent years has begun to cover the
demands of the newly developed field of THz electronics.
Currently, the field of THz technologies is one of the most
promising directions for the development of electronics2.
The recently promoted 5G standard for broadband cel-
lular networks operates at frequencies of tens of gigahertz.
The upcoming 6G standard aims at even higher fre-
quencies3, and the subsequent generations will inevitably
move toward the THz region. The application of THz
frequencies is not limited to telecommunications, but it
spans radar systems, ultrafast computer memories, non-
destructive testing, safe bioscanning, security imaging,
and many others4–6. The crucial need for materials with
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desired properties for particular applications has become
a bottleneck for the development of THz technology.
Since it is in the THz region that characteristic electronic,
magnetic, and mixed-type excitations are often found, the
important scientific challenge that needs to be addressed
involves the search for materials whose fundamental
physical properties would most adequately meet the
requirements of modern technological development.
In this respect, hexaferrites recently drew considerable

interest due to their distinct dielectric, magnetic, and
mainly magnetoelectric properties (tunability of losses
and dielectric constant, giant magnetoelasticity, multi-
ferroicity, quantum paraelectricity)7–13 suitable for
microwave and THz applications14–17. For example, fer-
romagnetic BaFe12O19 with an M-type hexaferrite crystal
structure (denoted as BaM in the following) is the most
widely commercially produced magnetic material, with
overall yearly market sales of billions of dollars18. The
functional characteristics of substituted hexaferrites show
outstanding sensitivity to doping, making these materials
future candidates for novel devices of THz optoelec-
tronics. Doped M-type hexaferrites exhibit superior
magnetic characteristics, including the ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR) frequency located in the THz range,
record values of the coercive force of up to 40 kOe19, and
formation of a new type of Jahn–Teller sublattice20.
Doping BaM with lead is expected to systematically
change its dielectric properties. In fact, BaM is relatively
transparent in the THz range21, whereas lead ferrite
PbFe12O19 effectively shields THz radiation22. Despite
constituting a core material for the magnetic device
market, hexaferrites are rather poorly studied from the
dielectric standpoint. In other words, the practical
development of this promising class of materials calls for
thorough studies of their fundamental physical properties.
In particular, this concerns fundamental processes that
determine the electromagnetic properties of hexaferrites
at THz frequencies. However, data on their electro-
magnetic responses, including those in the THz range, are
lacking to date.
To fill this gap, we report here the characterization of

the electromagnetic properties in the Hz to THz fre-
quency range of one of the most well-known repre-
sentatives of the hexaferrite family, lead-substituted
barium hexaferrite Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 (x= 0.1, 0.2). For the
studies, we managed to synthesize a series of unique high-
quality single crystals of the compounds; synthesis, char-
acterization, and sample preparation procedures are
described in detail in Supplemental Information (Chapter
SI1). We found that their THz dielectric responses
include strong soft excitations that can be easily tuned by
temperature variation. The discovered THz resonance
(soft mode) exhibits a highly unusual temperature beha-
vior never detected in hexaferrites or other incipient

ferroelectrics. We propose approaches that explain the
nonclassical temperature dynamics of this “soft mode” on
a microscopic level. Moreover, in the Hz–MHz region,
several temperature-activated relaxation processes were
detected. In addition, we observed signs of an almost
temperature-independent narrow resonance in the giga-
hertz region. Together with infrared (IR) lattice vibrations,
the observed broadband electromagnetic response in the
studied hexaferrites spans over 14 decades in frequency,
and it involves processes of different natures; this enables
us to draw a global picture of the microscopic mechan-
isms responsible for the observed phenomena. In this
work, we demonstrate that admixing Pb dramatically
alters the THz response of the BaM. The possibility of
effective targeted tuning of the functional characteristics
of substituted hexaferrites by doping significantly extends
the area of their applications in THz electronics.

Results and discussion
In the following, we first focus on a detailed con-

sideration of the spectra and spectral features that we
observed at different frequencies and at different tem-
peratures, offer an interpretation of the phenomena that
are the origin of these features, and in the concluding
section, we consider our results in the context of the
possibility of their practical use.

THz spectra, the soft mode
The most intriguing fundamental result of the present

study is the observation of an excitation at THz fre-
quencies whose frequency position and dielectric strength
reveal strong and highly unusual dependences on the
temperature, as seen in Fig. 1 in the THz (5–70 cm−1)
spectra of real ε′(ν) and imaginary ε″(ν) permittivity. For
the experimental details, see the “Methods” section. The
growth and characterization of the crystals are presented
in chapter SI1 (see also Figs. SI1–SI5 and Tables 1 and 2
therein) of the Supplementary Information (SI). The
crystal structure is described in chapter SI2 of the SI and
presented in Fig. SI2–1.
Figure 2a, b demonstrates that, in the x= 0.1 compound,

a drastic change in the resonance frequency position of the
soft mode occurs (Fig. 2a), which strongly contrasts with
the temperature-independent behavior of the position of
the lowest-frequency optical phonon at 92 cm−1 (Fig. 2b
and Fig. SI2–2 in Supplementary Information). Before
discussing the behavior and the origin of the discovered
soft excitation in more detail, we comment on four nar-
rower absorption lines that are resolved at the lowest
temperatures on the high-frequency wing of the excitation;
they are marked by arrows in Fig. 1b, c. Comparing the
frequency positions, intensities, and temperature evolution
of these lines with those seen in the THz spectra of iso-
structural compounds, i.e., in Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 with
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x= 0.723, x= 0.6 and 0.824,25, we conclude that the four
resonances observed in Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 with x= 0.1
(x= 0.2) at 64 (68), 47 (48), 34 (34), 22 (21) cm−1 have the
same origin. We associate these resonances with electronic
transitions between the fine-structure components of the

5E ground state of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe2+. The
presence of Fe2+ ions in BaM and in Pb-substituted BaM
is due to both growth defects (mainly oxygen vacancies)
and sharing the outer 6s2 electron pair of Pb2+ with the
Fe3+ ion. A similar effect was observed in Ti4+-substituted
hexaferrites26, where Fe2+ ions maintain the charge neu-
trality of the compound with aliovalent doping. In addi-
tion, in Ti-substituted BaM (BaTi0.75Fe11.25O19)

20,
calculations of the adiabatic potential showed that, for
Fe2+ in the BaM matrix, tetrahedral coordination was the
most energetically favorable. We note that the intensities
of the lines are higher at x= 0.2 Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 com-
pound compared to the compound with x= 0.1, which is
in agreement with our assumption on the nature of these
absorption lines due to the presence of the Pb2+ ions.
To determine whether some magnetic excitation can be

the origin of the discovered THz soft mode, similar to Y-
and Z-type hexaferrites27,28, we performed THz spectral
measurements in external magnetic fields of up to 7 T
(Faraday geometry) at temperatures of 4–300 K. No
influence of the magnetic field on the spectra was detec-
ted, indicating a purely dielectric nature of the soft exci-
tations in both x= 0.1 and x= 0.2 compounds. An
additional confirmation of their dielectric origin is pro-
vided by the shape of the reflection coefficient spectrum,
as demonstrated and discussed in Supplementary Infor-
mation, Chapter SI3 and illustrated in Fig. SI3–1. This
justifies the use of the dielectric Lorentzian expression (1)
for least-square processing of the THz spectra ε′(ν) and ε″
(ν) to obtain parameters of the soft modes observed in
both
Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 samples, x= 0.1 and x= 0.2:

ε� νð Þ ¼ ε0 νð Þ þ iε00 νð Þ ¼
X

j

fj
ν2j � ν2 þ iνγ j

þ ε1;

ð1Þ
In Eq. (1), fj= Δεjνj

2 is the oscillator strength of the
jth resonance, Δεj is its dielectric strength, νj represents
the resonance frequency, γj is the damping factor, and
ε∞ is the high-frequency dielectric constant. We used
the high-frequency dispersion-free parts of IR reflec-
tivity spectra (Fig. SI2–2) to determine the ε∞ values:
ε1 ¼ 7:06 for x= 0.1 and ε1 ¼ 6:92 for x= 0.2. The
temperature dependences of the THz soft mode para-
meters (dielectric strength Δε, peak frequency ν,
damping γ, and oscillator strength Δεν2) for both
compounds are presented in Fig. 2c–f). Note that the
modes are not of relaxational but of resonance type,
which is evidenced by the dispersion in the real per-
mittivity ε′(ν), typical of underdamped excitations, and
by the small values of relative damping, γ/ν < 1. The
frequency positions of the modes in both compounds
nearly coincide, and they reveal significant decreases

Fig. 1 Broadband (RF–THz–IR) spectra of the complex dielectric
permittivity of Ba1−xPbxFe12O19, x= 0.2, measured at selected
temperatures for polarization E⊥c . Panel (a) represents real part of
the permittivitty, panels (b, c) illustrates logarithmic and linear scaled
spectra of imaginary part of the permittivity. Dots correspond to
experimental data; lines correspond to results of model processing
using Eqs. (1) and (4) for resonances and overdamped absorptions,
respectively. Open squares represent the THz data obtained at
frequencies of interference maxima in the THz transmission coefficient
of the plane-parallel sample, providing an enhanced accuracy in the
determination of the sample’s dielectric parameters80. Four relatively
weak absorption lines resolved at 10 K (shown by arrows in b, c)
correspond to electronic transitions of Fe2+, also known from other
Pb-substituted compound BaFe12O19

23–25,81. The broad THz
absorption band reveals a dramatic frequency softening upon cooling,
as it shifts from ≈30 cm−1 at 298 K to ≈10 cm−1 at 10 K. The symbols
below 10−2 cm−1 represent the results from dielectric spectroscopy at
1 Hz–300 MHz (open circles: from the frequency-response analysis;
closed circles: from the reflectometric coaxial technique). The marked
frequency–temperature-dependent response observed at these
frequencies is discussed in the text. Note the changes of scale at the
frequency axes. c shows linear scaled THz–IR spectra.
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upon cooling down, from ≈30 cm−1 at room tempera-
ture to ≈10 cm−1 at 10 K (see Fig. 2d). This softening of
the frequency is accompanied by a strong increase in
the dielectric strengths Δε that differ slightly in the two
materials.
The dependences of the resonance frequency positions

ν(T) and dielectric strengths Δε(T) of the excitations
resemble the temperature behavior of ferroelectric soft

modes originating in structural phase transitions in fer-
roelectric materials29,30. However, in the present case, the
ν(T) and Δε(T) temperature evolutions do not obey the
corresponding Cochran, ν2 ¼ A T � TCð Þ; and
Curie–Weiss, Δε ¼ C T � TCð Þ�1; laws (TC—Curie tem-
perature, A—Cochran constant, C—Curie constant)
typical of ferroelectrics. Instead, the temperature behavior
of the resonance frequencies clearly follows power-law

Fig. 2 The THz soft mode. 2D plots of temperature-dependent spectra of the real part of AC conductivity (∼νε″) of the THz soft excitation (a) and
the lowest E1u optical phonon (b) for the Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 crystal, x= 0.1. c–f: parameters of the soft THz excitation as a function of temperature for
Ba1−xPbxFe12O19, x= 0.1 and x= 0.2 crystals: dielectric strength (c), resonance frequency (d), damping factor (e), and oscillator strength (f). The black

line in d shows a fit of the resonance frequency for x= 0.1 with the power-law dependence ν2 ¼ A T � TCð Þδ , yielding δ= 0.5–0.6, Tc ≈ 3.3 K.
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dependences

ν2 ¼ A T � Tcð Þδ ð2Þ

with the best fit parameters δ ¼ 0:5� 0:6 and critical
temperatures Tc ≈ 3.3 K for x= 0.1 and Tc ≈ 1.5 K for x=
0.2 compounds. In addition, the damping constants
remain, within the experimental uncertainty, temperature
independent in the entire temperature range; this is also
unusual for “standard” ferroelectric soft modes. One more
specific feature of the soft excitations observed in the
Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 compounds should be pointed out: their
oscillator strengths strongly decrease as the temperature
is lowered (Fig. 2f), which is in strong contrast to regular
ferroelectrics, wherein the soft modes usually maintain
their oscillator strengths constant with temperature. Such
a weakening could occur if the excitation was coupled to
an additional vibrational process. Since no noticeable
change with temperature in the total dielectric contribu-
tions of all IR-active phonons (Fig. 1c) was detected, the
strengths of the soft modes might be transferred to the
lower-frequency gigahertz resonance seen in Fig. SI4–1 or
to acoustical phonons. Unfortunately, parameters of the
gigahertz resonance could only be determined from the
data extrapolated from THz and radiofrequency ranges
(see below), and consequently, its oscillator strength is
found with a rather large uncertainty. Nevertheless, it is
clearly seen from Fig. SI4–2 (panel d) that the excitation
strength does not show any sign of increase upon cooling.
Therefore, we exclude its coupling to the soft mode.
Further detailed microwave dielectric measurements are
required to gain additional information on this resonance.
Possible coupling of the mode to acoustic phonons is
discussed below.
We note that the discovered soft excitation is observed

for polarization E?c, i.e., when the electric field compo-
nent of the probing THz radiation couples to the electric
dipole moments that exist within the ab-plane. Previous
studies on hexaferrites revealed temperature-dependent
excitations in another geometry, E||c. For example, in
ref. 21, a soft excitation (though at slightly higher fre-
quencies) and the corresponding incipient ferroelectric
temperature behavior of the low-frequency dielectric
permittivity were observed in undoped BaM in the E||c
response, with no indications of any soft mode-like effects
in the orthogonal polarization E?c, as in the present case.
We suggest the following two mechanisms that can be

responsible for the appearance of the unusual soft mode
in Pb-doped hexaferrites.
In the hexaferrite lattice, the Ba cuboctahedron is

symmetrically surrounded by three bipyramids. The Ba
ions occupy central positions in the oxygen cuboctahe-
dron with six oxygen ions surrounding each Ba ion in the
ab-plane (Fig. SI2–1b, top). When Ba is substituted with

Pb, the interaction of the lone 6s2 electron pair of Pb2+

with neighboring oxygens leads to the shortening of Pb-O
bonds22 in comparison to Ba-O bonds31, which manifests
itself in an off-center shift of Pb2+ toward one of the
oxygen vertices22 (Fig. SI2–1b, bottom). This, in turn,
leads to a distortion of the ionic surroundings, redis-
tribution of electron density, and the appearance of a net
electric dipole moment in the ab-plane. (If the Pb ions
were located in the center of its oxygen coordination, the
dipole moments induced in the three surrounding trigo-
nal bipyramids would compensate for each other, and the
net dipole moment would be zero). Since the Pb ion is
surrounded by six oxygen atoms, at low enough tem-
perature, it can find itself in one of six local minima within
the ab-plane.
At sufficiently high temperatures, the Pb ion will be able

to hop between the six potential wells, which can be
effectively regarded as if the corresponding induced dipole
moment changes its direction during the whole 360
degree rotation within the ab-plane. Due to the long-
range character of the electric dipole–dipole interaction,
separate dipoles of the described type will interact, with
the tendency toward ordering at certain low temperatures,
as happens in paraelectric phases of ferroelectrics. One
can expect that the dielectric response of such coupled
dipolar systems can be expressed in the form of soft
excitation analogous to the paraelectric soft modes in
systems with a crossover from the displacive to the
order–disorder type of ferroelectric phase transition (see,
e.g., refs. 29,30). When the temperature decreases and the
thermal energy kBT becomes smaller than the energy
barrier A between the potential wells (here kB is the
Boltzmann constant), a certain fraction of the Pb ions
progressively resides in the wells, and the fraction of
quasi-free dipoles decreases in accordance with the
Boltzmann exponential factor exp(−A/kBT). The dielec-
tric response of such a system of coupled rotating electric
dipoles was analyzed within the mean-field approach in
refs. 32,33 for the rotational potential felt by a dipole
containing two and four potential minima, respectively.
According to ref. 32, for the case of a potential with two
wells, at high temperatures, when the thermal energy
exceeds the barrier height A separating the wells (kBT >
A), there will be an optical soft mode in the dielectric
spectra that originates in freely interacting rotating
dipoles. During cooling, the number of these dipoles that
are responsible for the soft mode-like response will
decrease proportionally to the Boltzmann exponent exp
(−A/kBT), and correspondingly, progressively more
dipoles will be localized within the wells and respond via
librations (restricted rotations) to external perturbations.
Depending on the coupling strength and barrier height,
the soft mode dielectric strength Δε (its contribution to
the static permittivity) can follow the Curie–Weiss
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dependence Δε=C(T− TC)
γ, γ=−1, or exhibit certain

deviations from it toward lower absolute values of the
exponent, |γ| < 1. Along with that, the temperature
dependence of the soft mode frequency is also expected to
reveal deviations from the Cochran law ν2 ¼ A T � TCð Þ,
as demonstrated in ref. 34 for the case of interacting
classical anharmonic oscillators in the two-well potential.
Since the abovementioned mean-field results predict the
existence of the two principal features we observe in our
experiments—the soft mode and the decrease in its
strength upon cooling—we suggest that the described
considerations can be qualitatively applied to our case
when the rotating dipoles are produced by Pb ions
experiencing six-well potential. It is worth noting that the
described model was effectively used to interpret the
paraelectric response of isolated nanoconfined polar water
molecules embedded in beryl crystals35.
As an alternative explanation, the peculiar dependence

of the THz soft mode on temperature, ν / T � Tcð Þδ with
δ � 0:25, observed in our experiment can be explained by
ion oscillations in the quartic potential of the form
V Qð Þ ¼ a=2ð ÞQ2 þ b=4ð ÞQ4 (here a and b are constants,
Q is a coordinate). Indeed, for large values of the coor-
dinate Q, a thermally averaged harmonic part of the
potential V Qþ ΔQð Þ as a function of the fluctuation ΔQ
can be written as Vh ΔQð Þ ¼ aþ 3bQ2ð ÞΔQ2=2. For small
values of the coefficient a, a � 0, which can be expected
for small values of Tc, the thermal average of the coor-
dinate in the classical limit (at high temperatures) is given
by the equipartition theorem as bQ4 ¼ kBT . Thus, we can
estimate Q2 ¼ kBT=3bð Þ1=2 (where we have assumed
Q4 ¼ 3Q22 as for the normal distribution), and we obtain
a temperature dependence of the soft mode frequency,
ω2 � 3bkBTð Þ1=2=m, close to that observed experimen-
tally. According to recent X-ray diffraction data36, only Pb
and Fe(2) ions have large mean square displacements in
the ab-plane, which may indicate anharmonicity of their
potentials: for x= 0.23, 0.44 and 0.8, the square dis-
placements are 0.0252, 0.0436, and 0.0687Å2 for the Ba/
Pb ions and 0.0097, 0.0114, and 0.0155Å2 for the Fe(2)
ions, respectively. We assume that the largest displace-
ments correspond to the Pb- and Fe-ion potentials, while
the smaller displacements are due to the presence of Ba
ions and statistical averaging. Given the measured phonon
frequency of approximately ω ¼ 2π � 30 cm−1 at T ¼ 300
K, we estimate b ¼ 8054meVÅ−4 for Pb ions and
b ¼ 584 meV Å−4 for Fe(2) ions. The calculated ground
state square displacement of 0:0219Å2 for the Fe(2) ion in
the potential with the above coefficients b and a ¼ 0 is
consistent with the experimental data. At the same time,
the calculated square displacement for the Pb ion, 0:0059
Å2, turns out to be significantly smaller. Thus, we con-
clude that the observed soft mode may be due to the
anharmonic softening of Fe(2) ion oscillations. These ions

lie in the same plane as Ba/Pb ions and can be affected by
the nearest Ba/Pb substitution.
With the energy spectrum En and wave functions of the

Fe(2) ions in the quartic potential, we calculate the cor-
responding imaginary part of the dielectric susceptibility37

α00 ¼ 1
�hZ

X
e�En=kBT � e�Em=kBT

� � xnmj j2γnm
ν þ νnmð Þ2þγ2nm

;

ð3Þ
where Z ¼ P

e�En=kBT is the partition function,
νnm ¼ En � Emð Þ=�h is the transition frequency between
states n and m, xnm is the matrix element of the
coordinate along the electric field (which we suppose
coincides with the coordinate Q), and γnm is the sum of
the widths of the two states. The calculated real part of
the alternating current (AC) conductivity, σ 0 ¼ να00, for
γnm ¼ 10 cm−1, is shown in Figure SI5–1 (AC conductiv-
ity characterizes electromagnetic absorption due to ionic
oscillation). The calculated peak conductivity (which is
related to the mode strength) value becomes larger at low
temperatures, in contrast to our experiment. At the same
time, our calculations are consistent with the available
optical conductivity calculations in the q quantum38–40

and classical32,34,35,41 approximations for an ion in the
quartic potential. We explain the experimentally observed
decrease in the strength of the THz soft mode at low
temperature by its interaction with acoustic phonons (see,
e.g., refs. 42,43).
Making the final verdict regarding the microscopic

mechanism of THz soft excitation needs more experi-
mental and theoretical efforts. Note also that there are
additional factors that can add to the observed exotic
temperature variations of the soft mode frequencies and
dielectric strengths, for instance, the rather complex
structure of the studied compounds. Such complexity can
make the soft mode couple to the magnetic subsystem
(the possibility of spin–phonon coupling in hexaferrites
has been reported in, e.g., refs. 9,44–48). Additionally, we
cannot exclude a coupling between the soft mode and the
transitions within fine-structure components of the 5E
ground state of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe2+, since the
frequencies of both types of excitations are close or even
overlap, as discussed above (see Fig. 1).
One more aspect should be considered for the physics

of the studied hexaferrites: there are indications that
quantum critical phenomena can play a significant role in
their dynamic properties. First principles calculations
along with Monte Carlo simulations using the
dipole–dipole interaction model7 indicate the possibility
of a phase transition in BaM at Tc= 3 K into a geome-
trically frustrated antiferroelectric state. Kumar and Pan-
dey49 claimed an observation of a phase transition in Ca-
substituted BaM at similar temperatures. They showed
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that the temperature of the phase transition rises with the
concentration of the dopant in a manner characteristic of
the phase transitions in a quantum critical regime. Ca2+

generates a positive chemical pressure within the BaM
matrix, and as a result, it leads to a decrease in the unit
cell parameters. The rise of the transition temperature Tc

is connected with an increasing dipole–dipole interaction
strength in and out of the ab-plane with shortening of
bonds in the trigonal bipyramids due to the effect of
positive chemical pressure. Accordingly, the positive
chemical pressure can stabilize a quantum electric dipolar
glass state and drive the system away from the quantum
critical point49. It was further predicted that a negative
chemical pressure should decrease the critical tempera-
ture of the transition and bring the substituted BaM closer
to the quantum critical point. Negative chemical pressure
can be produced in the BaM matrix by the substitution of
Ba2+ with Pb2+, resulting in the Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 mate-
rials studied here. According to our X-ray analysis (see
Section SI1 in Supplemental Information), the addition of
Pb2+ favors an expansion of the ab face in the unit cell of
the Ba1–xPbxFe12O19 compounds, indicating that Pb2+

indeed generates a negative chemical pressure. When
modeling the temperature dependences of the THz soft
mode frequency by Eq. 2, the critical temperature Tc is
lower in the compound with a larger content of Pb2+, in
agreement with the suggestions of Kumar and Pandey49.
Rowley et al.50 found evidence of the proximity of pure
hexaferrites BaM and SrFe12O19 to the quantum critical
point, which was indicated by a pronounced rise in the
dielectric permittivity upon cooling. They also showed
that, although pure BaM is expected to change its phase
from paraelectric to antiferroelectric at approximately 6 K,
this transition is suppressed due to quantum fluctuations
and does not occur at finite temperature. Evidence of the
existence of quantum paraelectric phases in M-type
hexaferrites was also reported in refs. 7,12,13,49.
With the above taken into account, we consider the

THz soft mode observed in the studied compounds as a
possible fingerprint of a (quantum) phase transition that
could happen in Ba1−xPbxFe12O19, if not suppressed by
quantum fluctuations, below the lowest temperatures of
4 K used in our experiments. It might be that doping with
Pb destabilizes the coupled spin–phonon system in the
material and brings it close to a quantum phase transition
that can be driven by Pb doping, wherein the critical
concentration can be close to x(Pb)= 0.2. This is evi-
denced by the critical temperatures obtained by fitting our
data using Eq. 2, yielding a decrease from Tc ≈ 3.3 K for
x= 0.1 to Tc ≈ 1.5 K for x= 0.2. It is known that, in the
critical temperature region around the phase transition,
when quantum effects come into play, the inverse
dielectric constant of the corresponding soft excitation
obeys a power law (Δε)−1 ~ Tγ with a critical exponent

γ= 2 for multiaxial dipole orientations when polarization
is allowed to change along any direction51–53. Because we
could not determine the soft mode dielectric strength
precisely enough, we cannot make a firm conclusion on
this theoretical prediction in the case of our hexaferrites.
To clarify this matter, systematic and more detailed
investigations on the spectroscopic properties of
Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 crystals with a series of x(Pb) and in
both polarizations, E?c and E||c, are in progress.

Phonon resonances in Ba1−xPbxFe12O19

For the Ba1−xPbxFe12O19, x= 0.2 sample, the spectrum
of complex dielectric permittivity in the range from 1Hz
to 30 THz (10−11–103 cm−1) is shown in Fig. 1a, b. One
can see that IR phonon resonances (sharp peaks
>80 cm−1) are nearly temperature independent down to
T= 10 K: all IR spectra practically coincide at frequencies
above ≈100 cm−1. The low-temperature drop in the
intensity of the phonon peak at ≈90 cm−1 is caused by the
softening of the THz absorption mode, as discussed above
in Section 2.1. For an extended description of the IR
phonon resonances for both compounds under study, see
Supplemental Information, section SI2. The spectral
response of the lattice vibrations observed in our com-
pound is in line with the results obtained in other iso-
structural phases, such as pure BaM21 and Pb-substituted
Ba0.3Pb0.7Fe12O19

23.

Radiofrequency and microwave relaxations
Figure 1 clearly shows that the dielectric response of

Ba1−xPbxFe12O19, x= 0.2, compound at low frequencies,
1 Hz–300MHz, strongly depends on both frequency and
temperature. A similar behavior was found for the x= 0.1
compound. The multiple steps in ε′(ν) and the peaks and
corresponding shoulders in the ε″(ν) spectra indicate a
rather complex relaxational behavior. The spectra at the
highest temperature shown (297 K) reveal a noticeable
mismatch between the results from the frequency
response (ν ≲ 1MHz; open circles) and those from the
reflectometric techniques (ν≳ 1MHz; closed circles),
performed with the different types of electrodes and
sample geometries. This points to an extrinsic origin of
the relaxations observed at high temperatures54, as dis-
cussed in detail below. However, the limiting plateau
value on the order of ε′= 30, approached at low tem-
perature and high frequencies, should be of intrinsic
nature, and it reflects the ionic and electronic polariz-
ability of the material (termed ε∞ in dielectric spectro-
scopy). Its offset (on the order of 20) compared to the
low-frequency values of the THz data indicates additional
processes occurring in the frequency gap between 10−2

and 4 cm−1.
The low-frequency dielectric spectra are shown in more

detail in Fig. 3, where it is seen that there are at least three
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temperature-dependent relaxational processes in the
radiowave and microwave ranges. Upon cooling from
room temperature down to 60–70 K, two relaxational loss
peaks (marked as I and II in Fig. 3c) pass through the
frequency window of our experiment (1 Hz–4MHz),
accompanied by the corresponding step-like features in
the spectra of the real permittivity ε′(ν) (Fig. 3a). A third
process (termed III) enters the experimental window
when the temperature is lowered down to approximately
40 K, and it removes the window at T < 7 K (Fig. 3b, d). In
contrast to processes I and II (cf. Fig. 1), its behavior as
detected by frequency-response analysis (up to approxi-
mately 1MHz) is consistent with that detected by the
reflectometric technique (beyond 1MHz, see Fig. 3b),
pointing to an intrinsic origin. In the spectra at T= 15
and 19 K (Fig. 3b), a small additional ε′(ν) step is super-
imposed on the main relaxation at low frequencies. This
indicates a fourth process, discussed in more detail below.
At 33 and 43 K, only the low-frequency wings of the loss
peaks are detected (Fig. 3d). Employing a closed-cycle
refrigerator with shorter coaxial lines allowed reliable
measurements up to approximately 200MHz; however,
the temperature was limited to 33 K.

The three relaxation features were modeled using the
empirical Havriliak–Negami expression for the complex
dielectric permittivity (solid lines in Fig. 3):

ε� νð Þ ¼ ε0 νð Þ þ iε00 νð Þ ¼
X
k

Δεk

1þ i2πvτkð Þ1�α� �β :

ð4Þ
Here Δεk is the dielectric strength of the k-th relaxation;

τk is the mean relaxation time of the relaxation process,
and α and β are coefficients describing the broadening and
asymmetry of the relaxational spectral response, respec-
tively; their temperature dependences are presented in
Fig. SI6–1 in the Supplementary Information. The fits
were only performed for temperatures wherein peak fre-
quencies (in ε″) and/or points of inflection (in ε′) could be
clearly discerned in the spectra.
The relaxation processes are often revealed more clearly

in temperature-dependent plots of the permittivity, espe-
cially if the relaxations appear close to the device operation
limit, as is the case for process III (cf. Fig. 3d). Figure 4a, b
displays the temperature dependences of the real ε′ and
imaginary ε″ parts of the dielectric permittivity measured at

Fig. 3 RF relaxations in lead-substituted BaM. Radiofrequency spectra of the real (a, b) and imaginary (c, d) parts of the dielectric permittivity of
Ba1−xPbxFe12O19, x= 0.2, measured at different temperatures for polarization E?c. Solid lines represent the results of least-square fitting with Eq. (4).
The Roman numerals in circles denote the three relaxational processes clearly visible in this figure. The dashed lines are guides to the eye.
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various fixed frequencies (solid lines). These plots reveal
four pronounced anomalies with shapes typical of relaxa-
tional processes (peaks in ε″ and steps in ε′). Their
frequency-dependent character is better visible in a plot of
the temperature-dependent AC conductivity σ′(T) (Fig.
SI6–2), wherein the different curves exhibit less overlap due
to the offset caused by the relation σ′(T) ~ νε″(T). The inset
of Fig. 4b provides a magnified view of ε′(T) for the two low-
temperature relaxations, revealing a weak but significant
increase in their static real permittivity with decreasing
temperature, in accordance with the temperature-
dependent static dielectric constant becoming obvious in
Fig. 3b. Comparing the frequencies and temperatures of the
occurrence of these four processes with those in Fig. 3,
three of them can be clearly identified with relaxations I, II,
and III, discussed above. The features emerge when, during
cooling, the relaxational peaks in ε″(ν) and the corre-
sponding points of inflection in the ε′(ν) spectra of pro-
cesses I, II, and III shown in Fig. 3 move into the
measurement frequency interval. Interestingly, in Fig. 4, a
weak additional process (IV) is detected between approxi-
mately 20 and 40 K and depends on the frequency. We note
that the temperature-dependent plots in Fig. 4 point to the

absence of any phase transition at low temperatures down
to T ≈ 2 K, which is also evident from the smooth tem-
perature dependence of the specific heat (see Fig. SI7–1 in
the Supplementary Information) and from IR spectra (Figs.
1c and SI2–2) where no extra (folding) phonons were
observed that would indicate structural changes in the
lattice.
The pluses in Fig. 4b represent ε″(T) results for

0.95MHz as measured independently in a special experi-
mental set-up (Using a Janis He-flow cryostat in Prague
instead of the Cryovac He-bath cryostat in Augsburg) for
another sample with different geometries and contacts.
The agreement in the region of relaxations III and IV
clearly points to their intrinsic origin. In contrast, marked
differences in the region of high-temperature relaxations I
and II are observed, which we also found for various other
measurements performed with different set-ups and for
various samples with particular types of electrodes. As
already suggested above based on Fig. 1, this proves the
extrinsic, most likely contact-related origin of these pro-
cesses. It is well known that extrinsic, so-called
Maxwell–Wagner relaxations can arise, e.g., due to the
formation of Schottky barriers at the sample–electrode

Fig. 4 Parameters of the RF relaxations. Temperature dependences of the real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the dielectric permittivity of Ba1
−xPbxFe12O19, x= 0.2, measured for polarization E?c at different frequencies (solid lines). The crosses in b show results at 0.95 MHz as measured in a
different set-up and for a sample with different geometry and electrodes. The Roman numerals denote the four detected relaxation processes
(extrinsic: I and II; intrinsic: III and IV). The comparison between the data obtained on different samples utilizing different set-ups clearly illustrates the
intrinsic character of relaxations III and IV (see text). c, d show Arrhenius plots of the temperature dependences of the relaxation times that
correspond to the relaxational excitations observed in the low-frequency complex dielectric permittivity spectra of Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 with x= 0.2. The
values correspond to the four peaks I–IV seen in the ε″(ν,T) data (b and Fig. 3). The closed spheres were deduced from fits of the ε′(ν) and ε″(ν) spectra
(Fig. 3), whereas the open symbols were derived from the temperature-dependent data of b and Fig. SI6–2, which only provided an estimate of τ.
The straight lines evidence a temperature-activated behavior with the activation energies as indicated. The temperature dependences of the
dielectric strengths of relaxations I–III are shown in e, f. The dashed lines are guides to the eye.
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interfaces, which leads to deviations, as observed in the
present case54.
The temperature-dependent results of Fig. 4 (and in Fig.

SI6–2) provide an additional way to estimate relaxation
times as a function of temperature by determining the loss
peak temperatures Tp for a given measurement frequency
ν. For T= Tp, the relaxation time is given by τ(T)= 1/
(2πν). This enables an extension of the covered tem-
perature and frequency range for τ(T), albeit with a
somewhat reduced precision compared with the relaxa-
tion times deduced from fits of the frequency-dependent
data (Figs. 1 and 3). Figure 4c, d give an Arrhenius pre-
sentation of the relaxation times τ of the four detected
processes. The τ(T) data follow an activated behavior with
four activation energies: 110meV (process I), 150meV
(process II), 18 meV (process III), and 43 meV (process
IV). According to Fig. 4e, f, the dielectric strengths Δε of
relaxations II and III do not change with temperature in
the shown temperature intervals. The dielectric strength
of relaxation I reveals a strong decrease upon cooling
down to 150 K, but it levels off at lower temperatures. The
dielectric strength of process IV is too weak to allow for
any unequivocal determination of its temperature
dependence. The Δε results for process III (Fig. 4f) are
also of limited precision because of the superimposed
contribution of process IV, which was not considered in
the fits.
Whereas relaxations I and II are extrinsic, intrinsic

relaxations III and IV might manifest the dynamic
response of dielectric or magnetic domains, similar to a
related compound with a higher concentration of Pb,
Ba0.3Pb0.7Fe12O19

23. In that compound, pronounced
dielectric and magnetic relaxational dynamics were
detected in the radiofrequency range; both relaxations
exhibited similar characteristic relaxation times, eviden-
cing the birelaxor-like nature of Ba0.3Pb0.7Fe12O19

23. Our
magnetic/electrostatic force microscopic experiments
clearly indicate the presence of magnetic domains in pure
BaM (Fig. SI8–1, SI8–2, SI8–3 in Supplementary Infor-
mation). Thus, relaxation-like dispersion was observed in
the magnetic susceptibility spectra of Ba0.8Pb0.2Fe12O19

(Fig. SI9–1, SI9–2) should be associated with magnetic
domain dynamics. Regarding dielectric relaxations III and
IV, we suggest that their origin should be related to the
response of magnetic domain walls, which are electrically
polar in the present compound. The mechanism of the
emergence of electric polarization in magnetic domain
walls is analyzed in ref. 55 taking iron garnet as an
example. We firmly detect the electrical polarity at the
boundaries of magnetic domains in undoped BaM (Fig.
SI8–2). At the same time, in Pb-doped Ba0.8Pb0.2Fe12O19,
along with the clearly visible magnetic domain structure
(Fig. SI8–3), we were not able to detect any sign of the
domain polarity, which is most likely beyond the

sensitivity of the technique used. This last suggestion is
confirmed by the low values of dielectric strengths of the
two relaxations, III and IV, Δε < ≈10, which is by orders of
magnitude less than those seen in pure BaM (Δε ≈
1000)23. We also note a considerable difference in the
activation energies of these relaxations, 18 meV (III) and
43meV (IV).

Gigahertz resonances
Although our experiments did not cover the spectral

range between several GHz and ~100 GHz, our mea-
surements indicate that some excitations exist in this
frequency interval. First, this is evidenced by a “step” in
the spectra of the real permittivity between the radio-
frequencies and THz frequencies, as seen in Fig. 1a. In
addition, below 20 cm−1, there is a clear decrease in the
real part of permittivity ε′(ν) and, below 10 cm−1, an
increase in its imaginary part ε″(ν) (see Fig. SI4–1). Both
of these features are linked together, and they strongly
suggest the existence of a resonant absorption band
located below 3 cm−1 (90 GHz). Assuming its purely
dielectric nature, we were able to apply expression (1) to
model its spectral response with a dielectric Lorentzian,
which let us estimate the values and the temperature
dependences of its parameters. Examples of the corre-
sponding least-square fits of the room-temperature
spectra are given in Fig. SI4–1. As demonstrated in Fig.
SI4–2, there are no strong changes with temperature in
the frequency position and damping parameter of the
excitation; additionally, its dielectric and oscillator
strengths show signs of a decrease in cooling. Note that
the dielectric strength of the resonance practically mat-
ches the “step” between the radiofrequency and THz
values of real permittivity (Fig. 1a), signifying that there
are no additional absorption bands in the range except the
one at 2–3 cm−1. For the microscopic origin of the
detected GHz band, we cannot exclude that it can be of
mixed magnetoelectric origin56,57. Some evidence for that
is given by the coincidence (within experimental uncer-
tainties) of its frequency position with the value of the
frequency of FMR in the Ba0.9Pb0.1Fe12O19 crystal
obtained by the extrapolation of the magnetic field-
dependent frequency of the resonance to zero magnetic
field (Fig. SI10–1); the oscillator strength of the FMR
remains constant (Fig. SI10–2).

Conclusions and prospects for use in THz
electronics
Our thorough spectroscopic studies of the broad-band

(1 Hz up to 240 THz) temperature-dependent (5–300 K)
electromagnetic properties of Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 single
crystals found a rich variety of strongly temperature- and
doping-dependent electric, magnetic, and possibly mag-
netoelectric excitations. Most intriguing from both
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fundamental and applied points of view is the complex
electromagnetic response of the compounds at THz fre-
quencies that is determined by electronic transitions
between the fine-structure components of the 5E ground
state of tetrahedrally coordinated Fe2+ ions, which overlap
with a soft excitation whose temperature evolution
resembles that of a ferroelectric soft mode. A close
inspection reveals, however, that the temperature depen-
dences of the resonance frequency and strength do not
follow the corresponding Cochran and Curie–Weiss laws
known to describe soft modes in classical ferroelectrics.
We proposed microscopic models that qualitatively
explain the observed nonstandard behavior of the exci-
tation. The radiofrequency electrodynamic characteristics
of the studied compounds are fully determined by
relaxational processes that are related to the
Maxwell–Wagner polarization and to the dynamics of
magnetic domain walls. Our findings are an important
step toward a deep understanding of the physics behind
the electromagnetic response of the studied hexaferrites
from radiofrequency all the way up to THz and IR.
A few words on applicational aspects of the studied

materials are in order. The rapidly developing field of
forthcoming THz electronics motivates the search for
materials that satisfy the ever-increasing requirements;
see, e.g., ref. 58 and references therein59. With the results
presented here, we demonstrate that hexaferrites are
among the most promising candidates. Being planar, self-
biased, and low-loss materials, hexaferrites meet the
requirements for the development of microwave and THz
circulators, phase shifters, filters, isolators, and
millimeter-wave resonator antennas15,16,56,60. These
compounds are considered one of the most promising
material classes for telecommunication systems61. In
ref. 61, it was shown that a BaFe12O19-poly-
dimethylsiloxane nanocomposite exhibits a zero-bias (no
external magnetic field) FMR at a frequency of 46.6 GHz
and is thus proposed for the design of a circulator with an
operating frequency of 35 GHz. The absorption reso-
nances at even higher frequencies of approximately 50
and 100 GHz that we discovered in the present study in
single crystalline Pb-doped hexaferrites Ba1−xPbxFe12O19

make these compounds promising candidates for manu-
facturing self-biased devices with working frequencies
meeting standards of higher generations in tele-
communications. Considerations of the possibilities of the
intentional tuning of the resonance frequency with dopant
content x or (moderate) external magnetic fields are in
progress, as well as the characterization of ceramic,
sputtered films and nanocomposite forms of the com-
pounds. Metamaterials and composites based on hex-
aferrites are also used to develop circulators for 5G
technology62,63, low-loss sub-THz isolators, resonators,
filters, and phase shifters64. Hexaferrite-piezoelectric and

hexaferrite-ferroelectric composites have been proposed
for tunable devices to control THz radiation65, particu-
larly for dual electric and magnetic field tunable resona-
tors, filters, and phase shifters operating at THz
frequencies. Dielectric anisotropy of BaM is employed in
millimeter-wave resonators56,66. There are still some
problems to overcome. For example, when thin films of
lead-substituted barium hexaferrite are used, one has to
sustain a proper and homogeneous substitution level over
the film surface, as lead substitutes barium in the crystal
lattice rather chaotically. Such a problem is not inherent
in bulk materials owing to the averaging of the lead
content throughout the volume.
Information on the broad-band electronic and/or

dielectric properties of hexaferrites is also in demand
when developing devices based on monitoring the direct
current resistivity or AC impedance of thin films of
diverse morphologies. One of the hottest and most pro-
mising areas today includes the development of chemical
or biological sensors; see, e.g., refs. 67–69. Additionally, in
this area, barium hexaferrite and corresponding sub-
stituted compounds reveal encouraging results. Corre-
sponding perspectives include ozone sensors70, ammonia
sensors71, and acetone and ethanol sensors72. Considering
ammonia detection, sensors based on hexaferrites71 reveal
much higher sensitivity (lowest targeted gas concentra-
tion) than MO3-based sensors69.
The growth of high-quality single crystals with desirable

(enhanced) size remains a challenge. Methods to synthe-
size powder, ceramic, and polycrystalline forms of hex-
aferrites are well developed. However, fundamental
studies and specific applications (e.g., optically active
media, polarizers, phase shifters) require relatively large
single crystals with reproducible properties independent
of the growth technique, a feature that is not inherent to
noncrystalline forms of the material. On the other hand,
there are a number of advantages that make Ba-Pb hex-
aferrites attractive. They are nontoxic (even despite the
presence of toxic lead in the chemical formula) and
corrosion-stable. They are cheap to produce since the
oxides needed in the synthesis are waste from machinery
fabrication, which in turn makes production eco-friendly.
Although the production of hexaferrites is a billion dollar
income business, they are currently used mainly in the
microwave magnetic device market. The lack of infor-
mation on THz characteristics discourages their wide
application for the development of forthcoming THz
devices. At the same time, the number of yearly publica-
tions on the THz physics of hexaferrites is growing
rapidly, which will trigger their use in the electronic
industry. In this respect, a significant result of the present
work is the quantitative information on the electro-
dynamic properties of hexaferrites in an extremely wide
frequency range, including bands that are most attractive
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from the viewpoint of the development of next-generation
subTHz–THz communication systems and the fabrica-
tion of THz-tunable electronic components, such as
band-stop filters, phase shifters, and attenuators, sur-
passing existing analogs in their characteristics56,73,74. We
have unveiled the fundamental physical mechanisms that
determine these properties. Taking into account the
multiferroic properties of barium hexaferrites75–77, the
area of their possible applications can expand remarkably.

Methods
Sample preparation
Single crystals of Pb-substituted barium hexaferrite with

chemical compositions Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 (x= 0.1 and 0.2)
were grown using the flux method. Crystal growth and
characterization are described in section SI1 of the Sup-
plemental Information. For spectroscopic THz and IR
measurements, the crystals were carefully oriented (see
section SI1 in Supplemental Information) and then pre-
pared as plane-parallel (to within a few micrometers)
plates with the crystallographic c-axis oriented perpendi-
cular to plate surfaces; this geometry allowed for mea-
surements with the linear polarization of the electric field
E-vector of the probing radiation lying within the ab-
planes, E?c. Both sides of the prepared plates were
carefully polished with diamond lapping films to meet the
requirements of THz–IR measurements. The sizes of the
samples for THz and IR measurements were approxi-
mately 3 mm × 4mm with thicknesses of 335 µm (x= 0.1)
and 452 µm (x= 0.2). For measurements at frequencies
from 1Hz up to the microwave range (1 GHz), specimens
were fabricated as thin plane-parallel polished plates with
thicknesses of 174 μm (Augsburg) and 758 μm (Prague)
with the c-axis parallel to the plate surfaces, thus allowing
for measurements in the E?c geometry.

THz–IR spectroscopy
Experiments in the THz range (at frequencies

ν= 8–100 cm−1, 0.24–3 THz) were conducted with the
help of two time-domain spectrometers, Menlo Tera K15
and TeraView TPS 3000. The spectra of the complex
transmission coefficient (amplitude and phase) of the
plane-parallel samples were measured, and the spectra of
complex dielectric permittivity ε*(ν)= ε′(ν)+ iε″(ν) were
calculated using standard Fresnel equations78. In the far-
IR and mid-IR spectral regions (30–8000 cm−1,
0.9–240 THz), a standard Fourier transform spectrometer
Bruker Vertex 80 was utilized for the measurements of
reflectivity spectra. To measure reflectivity at the lowest
frequencies (25–80 cm−1), a Bruker 113v Fourier trans-
form spectrometer with a helium-cooled bolometer was
used. The experiments were performed over a wide range
of temperatures (5–300 K) using exchange-gas and cold-
finger cryostats. For the experiments in external magnetic

fields of up to 7 T, Spectromag Oxford cryomagnets
attached to a Fourier transform IR spectrometer Bruker
113v and to a custom-made time-domain THz spectro-
meter were employed.

Radio frequency impedance spectroscopy
At frequencies from ≈1 Hz to ≈200MHz and at tem-

peratures from 5 K to 300 K, the dielectric response of the
samples was measured using a Novocontrol Alpha
frequency-response analyzer and a Keysight 4991B
impedance analyzer. For cooling, a closed-cycle refrig-
erator (CTI-Cryogenics), a He-flow cryostat (JANIS ST-
100), and a He-bath cryostat (Cryovac) were used. For the
measurements at frequencies of up to approximately
4MHz, Pt-Au electrodes were evaporated using a Bal-Tex
SCD 050 sputter coater onto the principal faces of the
samples or silver paste layers were directly applied as
electrodes. The connections for applying the AC electric
field were provided by silver or copper wires fixed to the
electrodes by silver paste. For frequencies above
approximately 1MHz, a coaxial reflectometric set-up was
used, employing the impedance analyzer as described in
ref. 79. Here the sample was mounted between two metal
plates at the end of a coaxial line. Depending on the
cooling devices used, the dielectric response of the sam-
ples was measured in vacuum or helium atmospheres,
which did not significantly influence the measured
dielectric properties. The precise determination of the
absolute values of the complex dielectric permittivity is
hampered by the occurrence of stray capacitances and
geometrical uncertainties, which play a role, especially for
rather small single crystals, as investigated in the present
work. For the frequency-response measurements below
approximately 4MHz, the largest samples were available.
Here different samples with different geometries and
contact configurations were independently measured by
the Prague and Augsburg groups, yielding comparable
absolute values in the frequency/temperature ranges
dominated by intrinsic effects. The less precise high-
frequency results obtained by the reflectometric method
were scaled to the low-frequency results by a single factor
for all data obtained during a measurement run.

Heat capacity measurements
The temperature dependence of the heat capacity cP was

measured (via the standard relaxation method) using the
heat capacity option of the Physical Property Measure-
ment System (Quantum Design).

Magnetic force microscopy
With scanning probe microscopy, we investigated two

samples, BaFe12O19 and Ba1−xPbxFe12O19 (x= 0.2), to
prove the multiferroiс nature of the crystals. We used
magnetic force microscopy to observe the magnetic
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domain structure under low temperature (4.5 K) and
ambient conditions. For low-temperature measurements,
the AttoDRY 1000 system with the possibility of applying
a magnetic field was used. For room-temperature inves-
tigations, we used the NT-MDT AFM device. These
magnetic force measurements were performed with a
Bruker MESP-V2 cantilever. Both crystals show similar
domain structures with negligible temperature depen-
dences and a clear magnetic response to the external
magnetic field. After that, we used a conductive (PtIr
coated, Bruker) cantilever to check the electrostatic
response of the samples. In BaM, an electrostatic polar-
ization of magnetic domain boundaries is clearly
observed, whereas in the Pb-doped crystal, no such effect
was detected.
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